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LOCAL BUSINESS ANNOUNCES SCHOLARSHIP WINNER  

Timothy Herbert Financial Group is Giving Back, One Student at a Time 

Auburn Hills, MI – May 20, 2013 - Timothy Herbert Financial Group is proud to announce Sean 

Coykendall, as the recipient of their new scholarship at Northern Michigan University (NMU). 

Sean received the $2,500 scholarship available to students enrolled in the College of Business.   

 

This scholarship is one of the many ways that Tim Herbert, founder of Timothy Herbert Financial 

Group, is giving back to the community. Tim identifies with young students attempting to acquire a 

top notch degree, as he struggled to pay for his own college education during tough economic 

times. Tim’s empathy for students working towards a degree is why he initiated this scholarship at 

his alma mater, NMU, in the first place.  His hope is to be able to give back and assist college 

students in reaching their goals and making their dreams of graduating a reality. Coincidentally, 

having a passion to give back is a sentiment shared by both Tim Herbert and the scholarship 

recipient, Sean Coykendall.  

 

Sean Coykendall is a senior at NMU majoring in Finance with a minor in Mathematics. Ever the 

ambitious student, this will be Sean’s eighth semester partaking in various internships, including 

one in Kansas City this summer for a wholesale insurance broker. Beyond his academic drive, Sean 

began Gamma lota Sigma, a fraternity for finance and risk management students. He said he started 

this as his way of giving back and providing incoming students with a wider range of networking 

opportunities to help further their budding careers.  While Tim utilizes his financial business as a 

platform to give back to the community, Sean uses his college as his own stage to impact the lives 

of others.  “Life is all about giving back.  It’s so great to be recognized and acknowledged for my 

hard work at NMU and I hope I am able to leave a lasting legacy with the fraternity.  Receiving this 

scholarship further encourages me to continue to give back and pay it forward” says Coykendall.  

 

For more information on the Timothy Herbert Scholarship and its recipient, please visit 

www.timothyherbert.com and click on the Timothy Herbert Scholarship link on the right hand side 

of the page.  

 
About Timothy Herbert Financial Group 
Tim Herbert has been a successful and independent financial advisor since 1985 and has developed his 

financial planning process to serve the needs of automotive employees and retirees. Herbert says, “Our 

mission is to form long-lasting relationships with our clients so we may assist them in reaching their wealth 

management objectives and obtain financial peace of mind.” 
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For more information about this scholarship or to schedule an interview, call 248.648.8598 x113 or email ekaadou@cfiemail.com 
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